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Abstract

This research presents a modeling framework that allows checking the sta-

tistical requirements for building noise maps based on mobile measurements.

First, a sound field of reference is created based on a micro-simulation traffic

modeling coupled with acoustic modeling, which outputs sound levels each

second on a grid of receivers. The aggregated indicators (LAeq) calculated

from this sound field serve then as reference. Mobile targets performing mea-

surements evolve within the simulation, aiming to estimate these indicators.

The difference between the reference noise map and the one generated by the

moving receivers, characterized by the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), is

computed for different aggregation radius of mobile receivers, and as a func-

tion of the number of passes-by and to the distance to its nearest cross street.

It is observed that the mobile sampling is actually possible and the RMSE can

be reduced by setting an optimal aggregation radius and a minimum number

of passes-by. With the optimal parameters, 95% of the mobile samples fall

within an estimation error interval of [-3, 2.2] dBA from the reference. It is
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also shown that the distance to the nearest cross street affects the estimation

error depending on the traffic flow.

Keywords: Noise mapping, Mobile sampling, Dynamic noise modeling,

Exposure assessment

1. Introduction1

To evaluate the noise exposure of the population, the European Noise2

Directive (European Comission, 2002) requires that the Member States de-3

velop noise maps and actions plans for noise reduction every 5 years, for4

agglomerations higher than 100,000 inhabitants. The parameters suggested5

to be plot in the noise maps are, at least, Lnight and Lden for the equivalent6

time of 1 year.7

For the production of a noise map, the noise levels are mainly based on8

on-site measurements or calculated based on computational models. Both9

approaches share the need of huge amount of input data, whether they are10

large sampling campaigns for noise maps based on measurements or detailed11

traffic information for noise maps based on simulations.12

For noise maps based on simulations, there is a wide variety of traffic13

noise models (Steele, 2001), which are meant to predict the sound pressure14

level of a single vehicle in the road. Anyway, since they are usually developed15

at a local scale, mainly for action plans on noise reduction, they do not allow16

a direct comparison of the presented data between different models (Klui-17

jver et al., 2003; Licitra and Ascari, 2014), even with commercial software18

(King and Rice, 2009). For instance, as indicated in (European Comission,19

2002), the CNOSSOS framework emerges as a solution to standardize noise20
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modeling, which would allow results from different countries to be compared21

(Kephalopoulos et al., 2012; Morley et al., 2015).22

A common way to represent the vehicles as the noise source in the com-23

putational models, which also reduces the required computations, is using24

long-term average values such as speed or traffic flow rates. Since it dis-25

regards the vehicle dynamics along the roads, a correction factor for each26

segment of the road can be used (De Coensel et al., 2007). Furthermore, the27

dynamic traffic representation is shown to improve the noise level estima-28

tions (Chevallier et al., 2009; Can et al., 2010). As the different situations29

that can be observed on real scenarios such as traffic jams, free flow, accel-30

erations, decelerations, roundabouts, among others, are considered (usually31

1 s), it would bring noise estimations closer to reality, but with an increase32

in the computational complexity since the amount of input data would con-33

siderably increase. Moreover, different paradigms have been investigated to34

represent the noise from multiple sources (Aletta and Kang, 2015; Aumond35

et al., 2018b) to emulate on-site sampling, where sources that exists in urban36

environments are measured (Chew and Wu, 2016).37

For the case of noise maps based on measurements, it is necessary to38

perform spatio-temporal sampling. Thus, to improve the temporal sampling39

process, several techniques have been proposed to estimate long-term noise40

levels from short-term measurements (Safeer et al., 1972; Gaja et al., 2003;41

Ng and Tang, 2008; Romeu et al., 2011; Brocolini et al., 2013; Prieto and42

Barrigón, 2015; Prieto et al., 2016; Quintero et al., 2018). For the spatial43

sampling, many ways reduce the amount of sampling points through street44

classifications have also been proposed (Barrigón Morillas et al., 2005; Romeu45
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et al., 2006; Zambon et al., 2016; Jiménez et al., 2008; Quintero et al., 2019).46

In addition, the tasks that were traditionally executed by experts using47

certified equipment (Hakala et al., 2010), are being replaced by other sam-48

pling approaches such as sensor networks, that are usually developed with49

low-cost hardware to cover large areas (Sevillano et al., 2016; Wessels and50

Basten, 2016; Alsina-Pagès et al., 2017; Segura-Garcia et al., 2015; Rawat51

et al., 2014; Mydlarz et al., 2017). Another sampling scheme that has gained52

interest recently is the participatory sensing, which enables to any person to53

take measurements either with a specific measurement equipment or through54

their mobile phones with enough accuracy as the standard noise maps (Kan-55

here, 2011; D’Hondt et al., 2013; Kardous and Shaw, 2014). A comparison56

between traditional mapping methods and participatory noise mapping is57

presented in (D’Hondt et al., 2013). The study states that, when measure-58

ments are performed following specific requirements such as calibrated hand-59

sets, spatio-temporal density, proper measurement protocols and trained cit-60

izens, participatory sensing could be another approach to address the Noise61

Directive guidelines. Some past and current projects regarding participatory62

sensing are shown in (Smartcitizen, 2011; NoiseTube, 2008; CITI-SENSE,63

2012; Kanjo, 2010; Rana et al., 2010).64

A common practice, which mixes both noise mapping schemes, is to take65

on-site measurements to calibrate the noise map based on computational66

models or to use them to dynamically update noise maps based on inter-67

polation methods (King and Rice, 2009; Wei et al., 2016; Aumond et al.,68

2018a).69

Finally, an approach that has not been widely studied, is the mobile sam-70
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pling. One of the advantages of mobile sampling is that it would increase the71

temporal and spatial resolution, even with short length samples (Can et al.,72

2014), in a more controlled environment than participatory sensing, since the73

measurement is carried out by professionals or trained people. Furthermore,74

combining the mobile sampling with the static one could enhance the advan-75

tages of making noise maps based on measurements (Guillaume et al., 2019).76

Nevertheless many drawbacks should be addressed for the case of mounting77

the measuring device on any vehicle such as the noise contribution of the78

vehicle itself, the air flow and the position of the microphone among others79

(Bennett et al., 2010; Alsina-Pagès et al., 2017; Guillaume et al., 2019). Be-80

yond these metrological issues, the temporal variations of noise due to the81

traffic dynamics (vehicle passes-by, vehicle platoons due to traffic lights, het-82

erogeneity between vehicle noise emissions, etc.) define the feasibility and83

statistical requirements for noise mapping based on mobile measurements.84

Therefore, through a controlled simulated framework that reproduces the85

actual spatial and temporal noise variations, which is based on road traffic86

dynamic modeling, the present paper evaluates the statistical requirements87

for making a noise map based on mobile measurements, where the noise meter88

is simulated as mounted on a moving vehicle, ideally a bicycle to diminish the89

mentioned drawbacks. The aim of this research is to obtain the number of90

bikes passes-by required for different traffic flow rates and different distances91

to intersections. Furthermore, in order to reduce the estimation error, a92

spatial aggregation of mobile samples is also evaluated.93
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2. Methodology94

2.1. Study area95

The place under study is an area of almost 4.5 km2 located at the north-96

east of the city of Lyon, France (Figure 1). The total length of the traffic97

network, which also includes Tram and Bus trajectories, is about 51.4 km.98

The micro-simulation software SYMUVIA (SYMUVIA, 2005) was used to99

provide the traffic input data for the dynamically modeled noise maps and100

also to simulate the mobile receivers (bikes). SYMUVIA is a software able to101

reproduce all the dynamics that would occur in the studied area, such as bus102

stops, traffic lights, lane changing and queues, giving as output the position103

xi(t), speed vi(t) and acceleration/deceleration ai(t) of each i vehicle within104

the studied road network for each time-step (∆t = 1 s).105

Two independent traffic simulations, but performed for the same time106

period, were executed. The first one for the vehicles, that would be the107

input for the noise emission (sources), and the second one, that corresponds108

to the mobile receivers (bikes). This means that interactions between bicycles109

and vehicles are neglected when considering the position of bicycles on the110

network. However, their difference in kinematics is taken into account as111

detailed later in the investigation.112

The vehicles demand, for the case of the sources simulation, was set to113

match the actual behavior of the traffic in the zone during 1 hour, from 8:00114

to 9:00 hrs. Furthermore, the traffic lights, Bus and Tram stops, trajectories115

and speed limits are also set to match the real scenario.116

For the case of the mobile receivers, the bikes were simulated as a regular117

car but their speed was limited to a maximum of 5 m/s. Additionally, to118
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Figure 1: Area under study located in the northeast of Lyon, France.

have a constant demand and a similar distribution of bikes through most of119

the studied streets, some input parameters related to the route calculation120

algorithm were also adjusted. A video of the whole simulation of the mobile121

noise sampling can be found in 1.122

2.2. Dynamic noise modeling123

The dynamic simulation methodology is based on (Chevallier et al., 2009;124

Can et al., 2010; Aumond et al., 2018b), where the vehicles are mapped into125

fixed grids and some steps are suggested for the dynamic modeling. The main126

difference of the present research is that the microscopic traffic simulations127

are not only used for the sources (noise emission), but also for the mobiles128

receivers. Then, the modeling steps are as follow:129

(a) Traffic model: Simulation of individual vehicle trajectories at each t.130

Matched to a fixed grid of sources.131

(b) Noise emission: Calculation of the noise power of each individual vehicle132

at each t.133

1https://vimeo.com/315221179
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(c) Mobile receivers: Simulation of individual bikes trajectories at each t.134

Matched to a fixed grid of receivers.135

(d) Sound propagation: Attenuation between fixed sources and receivers136

grids to compute noise level at each receiver, whether they are static137

or mobile.138

(e) Indicators calculation: Sound level indicators to compare static and139

mobile sampling.140

The geographical information system OrbisGIS together with the Noise-141

Modeling plug-in (v 2.2.0) (Picaut et al., 2011; Fortin et al., 2012) are used142

for the noise emission and propagation computations. This version of the143

plug-in is based on the CNOSSOS (Kephalopoulos, Stylianos and Paviotti,144

Marco and Anfosso-Lédée, Fabienne, 2012) standard for road noise emission,145

and the NMPB (Dutilleux et al., 2009) method for sound propagation. The146

validity of a similar modeling chain to reproduce the spatio-temporal noise147

variations in urban areas has been demonstrated in (Can et al., 2009, 2010).148

2.2.1. Fixed grids for sources and receivers149

Since the output of the simulations for traffic and mobile receivers could150

bring infinite different positions for sources and receivers, which could have151

a huge negative impact on the calculation time, the sources and receivers are152

matched into fixed grids close enough not to alter the expected noise level.153

Therefore, to place the fixed sources points, each road/street is taken as154

a single lane and divided into equal segments of D = 3 m. A fixed point155

is placed on one side of each segment and every vehicle is then attached156

to its nearest fixed point (modeling chain step (a)). The grid of sources is157
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(a)

(b)

Road/Street

Fixed source

Fixed receiver

Vehicles (sources)

Bikes  (receivers)

Figure 2: (a) Vehicles and (b) bikes mapped into a fixed grid. The fixed grid of the Bikes

is displaced 1 meter perpendicular to the road.

finally created selecting only the fixed source points, Ps, that have a vehicle158

attached. Almost the same procedure is followed for the grid of receivers159

(modeling chain step (c)), but the positions of the fixed receiver points,160

Pr, are displaced 1 m perpendicular to the trace of the road to avoid an161

overlapping with the cars (Figure 2).162

2.2.2. Vehicle noise emission163

The input parameters for the CNOSSOS standard are obtained from the164

each second outputs from the SYMUVIA software, and from the actual char-165

acteristics of the zone under study. According to (Kephalopoulos, Stylianos166

and Paviotti, Marco and Anfosso-Lédée, Fabienne, 2012), five classes of ve-167

hicles are considered for the noise emission computation. For the present168

research, since the aim is to compare the differences between mobile and169

static sampling for traffic noise, three vehicle classes are considered: light170

vehicles (Cars), medium heavy vehicles (Buses) and heavy vehicles (Tram).171

Since on a real scenario not all the vehicles emit the same noise level,172
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an uncertainty with a standard deviation of 2 dB was added to the noise173

power calculated for each vehicle (constant during its whole life). Thus,174

the spectrum power for every time-step and each vehicle Lwb(i, t) (dB) is175

computed for the b octave bands with a central frequency in the range 63 Hz176

- 8 kHz (modeling chain step (b)).177

2.2.3. Attenuation matrix178

To compute the attenuation between sources and receivers, the input179

parameters were configured to have an appropriate calculation time without180

affecting the accuracy. Thus, the calculation takes into account only the181

sources that are within a maximum radius of 250 m from a receiver (maximum182

propagation distance), and reflections and diffractions are computed only for183

walls within 50 m from the sources-receivers propagation line. The road184

surface is specified as dense asphalt concrete (Kephalopoulos et al., 2012)185

and the temperature is set to 20 ◦C. Other configured parameters for the186

computation of the attenuation of each octave band are:187

• Reflection order: 2188

• Diffraction order: 1189

• Wall absorption: 0.2190

Based on the condition that the acoustic propagation for the studied pe-191

riod does not change (Aumond et al., 2018b), and using as input the build-192

ings information and the fixed grids of sources and receivers, the attenuation193

Attb(x, y) is computed for each combination of x ∈ Pr and y ∈ Ps (modeling194

chain step (d)) with the spatial conditions previously mentioned.195
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2.3. Noise maps and indicators calculation196

Using the power spectrum of each vehicle and the attenuation matrix for197

each b octave band, Subsections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 respectively, the noise level198

at each x for any t can be computed as (modeling chain step (e)):199

Lb(x, t) = 10log

( ∑
i∈I

10[Lwb(i,t)−Attb(Ps(i),Pr(x))] + 10
LBK
10

)
(1)

where I = {x�250Ps}2 and LBK is the background noise set at 40 dB, which200

is relevant for the cases where there are not cars nearby a fixed or mobile201

receiver.202

The Lb is representative of the interval of one second, with the error that203

this entails, since a fixed position is assumed for the whole second, when204

both, emitter and receiver are actually moving during this period. Once the205

Lb is computed for all the octave bands, the A-weighted equivalent level of206

each time-step is obtained (American National Standards Institute, 2009).207

2.3.1. Reference and mobile noise maps208

Two different types of noise maps are created: the reference noise map,209

which is based on fixed measurements and computed for the whole set of210

fixed receivers, and the mobile noise maps based on mobile measurements,211

which are the ones to be evaluated.212

Thus, to obtain the final noise maps, a temporal aggregation for the213

whole simulation time T is performed for each receiver. Furthermore, to214

homogenize the results of the reference noise map, and to find the optimal215

2{x�yZ} is a subset of the elements in Z that are within a radius of y meters from x.
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aggregation radius for the mobile noise maps, a spatial aggregation of the216

surrounding receivers is also performed.217

Therefore, for the total simulation time T and for each x ∈ Pr, each218

time-step samples LAeq(x, t) are joint into a subset of Pr as:219

L =
⋃
x∈X

{
T⋃
t=1

LAeq(x, t)

}
(2)

where T is the total simulation time and X = {x �15Pr} for the reference220

noise map or X =
{
x �[1,100]Pr

}
for the mobile noise maps.221

Then, the aggregated A-weighted equivalent level is computed as:222

LAeq(x) = 10log

 1

N

∑
l∈L

10
l
10

 (3)

where N is the number of elements in L (Equation 2).223

For the case of the reference noise map, all x ∈ Pr are used for the spatial224

and temporal aggregations. For the case of the mobile noise maps, only the225

fixed points that are active at t are taken into account for aggregations.226

2.3.2. Complementary indicators227

For the whole simulation period, the number of bikes passes-by (Bpb) and228

the traffic flow (Tf ) for each static receiver is computed. Moreover, since the229

type of road junctions, whether they are traffic lights, roundabouts, cross230

streets, etc. are shown to bring noise level variations (Chevallier et al., 2009;231

Estévez-Mauriz and Forssén, 2018), the distance to the nearest cross street232

(streets intersections Din) is also computed. Then, the Root Mean Square233

Error (RMSE) between the reference and mobile noise maps is obtained as:234
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RMSE =

√√√√√
 1

N

∑
x∈Pr

(Lref
Aeq(x)

2

− Lmob
Aeq (x)

2
)

 (4)

where Lref
Aeq and Lmob

Aeq are the A-weighted noise levels from the reference and235

mobile receivers respectively and N is the number of receivers.236

Thus, three types of noise maps are computed according to the following237

conditions:238

(C1) Optimal aggregation radius: Using all the receivers, the mobile239

noise maps are computed using Equation 2 for a spatial aggregation240

distance from 1 m to 100 m. The RMSE is computed for each aggre-241

gated noise map.242

(C2) Minimum passes-by: The RMSE is computed for subsets of Pr.243

First, the receivers are separated according to 4 traffic flow rates Q =244

{i, ii, iii, iv} where i) 0 - 100 veh/hr, ii) 102 - 245 veh/hr, iii) 246 -245

561 veh/hr and iv) 562 - 2185 veh/hr. Then, for each traffic flow,246

the receivers are grouped according to their number of bikes passes-by,247

Bpb = {1, ..., 100}. Thus, RMSE is computed for each combination of248

Q and Bpb, i.e. RMSEQ,Bpb
.249

(C3) Distance to intersection error estimation: The RMSE is com-250

puted for subsets of Pr grouped according their distance to the nearest251

intersection, Din = {1, ..., 100} meters, i.e. RMSEDin
.252

Before the RMSE calculations in (C2) and (C3), the maps are aggregated253

by the optimal radius as obtained in (C1). The receivers were separated into254

traffic flows to enhance the rest of the parameters (Cristina et al., 2014).255
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Then, the ranges of traffic flow in (C2) were chosen so that each category256

has the same amount of receivers and the comparison be as homogeneous as257

possible.258

3. Results259

3.1. RMSE vs Aggregation radius260

As stated in (Can et al., 2014; De Coensel et al., 2007), the spatial ag-261

gregation of short-term samples is necessary to deal with their high spatial262

variations. Furthermore, in (Dekoninck et al., 2012) for the aggregation of263

LAeq samples, a radius of 50 m is suggested to ensure that a minimum of264

10 samples are aggregated in each point, since the typical speed of a bicycle265

is 5 m/s. Thus, for the present research, the noise maps were computed266

for aggregation radius from 1 m to 100 m according to Equation 3 and to267

condition C1. Then, the RMSE for each map was computed with Equation268

4. Figure 3 shows the RMSE as a function of the aggregation radius. It is269

seen that the radius that minimizes the estimation error is 34 m. The lower270

radius obtained for LAeq compared to the one suggested in (Dekoninck et al.,271

2012), is obtained since the simulation limits the maximum speed to 5 m/s272

which, would only be obtained in cases of free flow. The actual speed average273

of bikes is 3.5 m/s, that for a radius of 34 m, gives around 19 samples for274

each spatial aggregation.275

3.2. RMSE vs Pass-by276

The SYMUVIA output file gives to each vehicle a unique ID, then, in277

order to calculate the number of passes-by or the traffic flow, the different278
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Figure 3: RMSE for mobile measurements aggregation from 1 m to 100 m. The minimum

error is pointed with a circle.

IDs attached to each receiver are accounted. For cases where an ID appears279

more than 1 time at the receiver, which means that it stayed more than 1 s280

near to it, a time aggregation was performed and it is counted as 1 pass-by.281

Figure 4 shows the RMSE according to different traffic flows from 1 to282

50 passes-by. It can be observed that, before a certain number of passes-by,283

the RMSE decreases as the passes-by increase. Except for traffic category284

i), after 20 passes-by the decrease in the RMSE is lower, which suggests a285

stabilization. Furthermore, about 42 passes-by brings almost the same error286

for the other 3 categories (approximately 0.5 dBA difference).287

3.3. RMSE vs Distance to intersection288

The distance to the nearest street intersection was computed for each of289

the fixed receivers. The RMSE for LAeq was then computed for 25 passes-by290

and for the 4 traffic categories. Figure 5 shows the mean error according to291

the distance to the nearest street intersection. It is observed that, except for292
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Figure 4: RMSE for mobile measurements as a function of the number of passes-by for

different traffic flows.

category 1, the farther from the intersection, the lower the calculated RMSE.293

Figure 6 shows a 3D bar plot of the RMSE as a function of the number294

of passes-by and the distance to the nearest intersection for traffic category295

4. The plot was smoothed to better observe the possible patterns. It is seen296

that after a distance of 20 m from intersection, the number of passes-by gains297

more importance since the decrease in the RMSE is higher for each increment298

in the passes-by.299

3.4. Noise maps300

A map to represent the traffic count for the mentioned categories, as well301

as the number of passes-by (bikes) at each receiver point is shown in Figure302

7. Furthermore, noise maps were computed for the whole simulation time303

for the reference receivers, the mobile receivers (aggregated by its optimal304

radius) and their noise level difference computed by subtracting the reference305

noise level minus the mobile noise level as follows:306
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Figure 6: RMSE for 1-50 passes-by and 1-50 m from intersection for LAeq estimation.
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Lreff−mobile(x) = Lreff
Aeq (x)− Lmob

Aeq (x), ∀x ∈ Pr (5)

where Lreff
Aeq and Lmob

Aeq stands for the LAeq of the reference noise map and307

the mobile noise map respectively. The resulting noise maps are shown in308

Figure 8. Although the reference and mobile noise maps seem to be similar309

at first sight, the map of the noise level differences (Figure 8c) highlights310

the discrepancies between them. If one compares Figure 8c to Figure 7, it311

can be appreciated that the highest estimation errors, are mostly observed312

for streets with low traffic flow and low number of passes-by. The histogram313

of the estimation error for the mobile sampling (Figure 8c) according to the314

number of receivers is shown in Figure 9. The mean value and the standard315

deviation is also shown. It is observed that 95% of the samples fall in the316

range [-5.4, 5] dBA for LAeq estimation.317

Finally, based on the three input parameters: Bpb, Tf and Din, a linear318

regression analysis was performed to approximate the absolute error of the319

LAeq estimation. The independent variables were transformed into a log-320

arithm function (log10) to match their non linear relation. Table 1 shows321

the results of the analysis. It is observed that there is a positive correlation322

(p<0.05) with an explained variance about 15%. It is important to point out323

that, although the explained variance is low, it is an expected value since the324

moment of the measurement is what explains the largest part of the variance.325

4. Discussion326

The present research shows the possibility to perform mobile sampling327

with a certain precision, although some considerations should be taken into328
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Figure 7: Bikes passes-by and traffic counts for each receiver.

Table 1: Multiple linear regression between absolute estimation error in the LAeq estimates, and the

independent variables Bpb, Tf and Din. All variables are significant with a p − value < 0.05. The

multiple and adjusted R2 are both equal to 0.1554 and the residual standard error is 2.446.

Coeff. Std. err. t-values.

(Constant) 7.33 16.29E−03 450.2

Bpb -1.75 7.33E−03 -239.1

Tf -0.60 3.96E−03 -151.8

Din -0.82 6.70E−03 -122.7
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 8: Reference noise map (a), mobile noise map (b) and difference between reference

and mobile noise maps (c).
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Figure 9: Histogram of the noise level difference for each receiver of the reference noise

map minus the mobile noise map (LAeq).

account in order to improve the estimation accuracy, or if one wanted to put329

this sampling approach into practice.330

To improve the estimation accuracy, Figure 3 shows that by aggregating331

the mobile samples, the RMSE can be reduced up to 3 dBA for the estimation332

of LAeq. In addition, Figure 4 shows that a minimum of passes-by could be333

set depending on the traffic flow. For the case of streets with low traffic flow,334

it is clear that the higher the number of passes-by the lower the estimation335

error. For the case of streets with higher traffic flow, a stabilization time336

related to the number of passes-by, similar to the one shown in (Torija et al.,337

2011), could be proposed as a stop parameter, since at a given number of338

passes-by, the estimation error seems to remain almost constant.339

Furthermore, the present research showed that intersections introduce340

some uncertainty to the mobile measurement (higher than 2 dBA for dis-341

tances around 20 m). It is observed that the closer the intersection is,342

the higher the error. This result is in concordance to what is presented343
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in (De Coensel et al., 2007; Chevallier et al., 2009; Estévez-Mauriz and344

Forssén, 2018; Can and Aumond, 2018), where the influence of the acceler-345

ation/deceleration, which is mostly observed at the intersections, is studied346

and some corrections are proposed for static noise mapping.347

Although in Section 3.4 it is mentioned that 95% of the estimations falls348

into a wide error range, [-5.4, 5.0] dBA for LAeq, this range could be reduced349

by setting some minimum sampling parameters. For example, if a minimum350

of 30 passes-by and a distance to intersection higher than 30 m for the traffic351

categories iii) and iv) is considered, the 95% confidence interval is reduced352

down to [-3, 2.2] dBA.353

The present research proposes techniques to deal with the high spatial354

and temporal resolution of the samples, that is, the spatial and temporal355

aggregation, which, complemented with some minimum requirements help356

to reduce the estimations errors. Anyway, the studied simulation would be357

an ideal scenario for mobile sampling. If one wanted to put the methodology358

into practice on a real scenario, several external issues that the simulation359

neglects and that would certainly affect the actual sampling, should be taken360

into account:361

• Vehicle reflections: The simulations do not include the reflections that362

would occur between the sources themselves (cars). Furthermore, in363

(Montes González et al., 2015), the screening effect of the parked cars is364

also shown as a source of uncertainty, which for the proposed sampling,365

could probably be reduced by increasing the microphone height.366

• Vehicle self generated and impulsive noise: Although the vehicle pro-367

posed is a bike, which would have a low floor noise compared to a car368
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(Bennett et al., 2010), impulsive noise, probably due to potholes or369

poor condition of traffic lanes, should be identified and processed.370

• External noise sources: In a real scenario, several natural noise sources,371

such as birds, wind, climatological variables, or human induced such372

as constructions, commercial zones, schools, would be captured by the373

sampling device, which are not considered in the simulation.374

5. Conclusion375

The present research tested the statistical requirements for noise map-376

ping based on mobile measurements, under a simulation framework. It was377

shown that it is actually possible to perform noise mapping based on mobile378

measurements, however, some considerations should be set in order to reduce379

the uncertainties.380

In order to minimize the estimation error, a minimum number of passes-381

by, which depends on the traffic flow, should be selected. Furthermore, an382

optimal radius of 34 m for mobile samples aggregation to minimize the LAeq383

estimation error is proposed. For the distance to intersection, some correction384

could be set to compensate the error that it introduces.385

Finally, in case that the mobile sampling is put into practice, some extra386

considerations that should be addressed are also suggested, some of them387

related to the vehicle itself such as reflections, self-generated noise and im-388

pulsive noise, or to external noise sources such as those related to the nature389

or human interactions.390
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